


twig snaps sharplg
underfoot. The sound
sends a startled bird.

feasting on insects in a tree,
rocketing skyward. Hardly a
murmur disturbs the crisp,
early moming air Yet, all
around there is life. Nearbg, a
spider swings lazilg on its
silken trapeze while a thirsty
butterllg drinks from nectar-
laden flowers. And, ouerheod,
a difting breeze stirs the trees.
Such are the simple pleosures
in store for walkers in the
Australian bush.

These modem-day explorers
follow in the footsteps of the
Aboriginals, who first roamed
this land. For those nomads,
howeaer, bushwalking was
born of necessity; of the need
to hunt and forage for food.
Not for them a tin of braised
steak and uegetables warmed
ouer a fire! Today, the bush
has a different, but equally
strong, appeal. It offers people
the chance to escape the
rigours ofeuerydag life and to
enjog the peace and solitude
found onlg in the wilderness.
It is a temptation many find
hard to resist, and it is not
difficult to understand whu.



USHWALKING is a healthy pastime
which can be enjoyed by people of

all ages, whether alone or in a group. It
is also free and, perhaps best of all, the
experience is never the same. Just as the
seasons change, so, too, does the bush.
With the sun and the rain come ne\{,
sights, sounds, colours and smells.
Imagine sniff ing the scent ofwildflowers
or hearing the first urinter rains pound
relentlessly upon earth baked hard rn
the summer heat.

But such pleasures can't be had from
the comfort of an armchair. Little wonder
that thousands of people are swapping
their slippers or thongs for a pair of
sturdy walking shoes and stepping out
into the bush.

A feast ofwalks awaits them. Twisting
trails criss-cross much of this vast State
and many of them pass through State
forest, national parls and nature reserves.
Some are short and clearly signposted;
ideal for everyone from toddlers to
grandparents and, in some cases, disabled
people. Others are longer and more
challenging and only for experienced
hikers.

While public lands must be protected
and conserved, they should also be enjoyed,

fi The Stirl ing Range in the soulh of the
Il State,with its spectaculay landscape
ill and challenging peaks, is a popular
d€stination for the adventurous. r'

., The bush gives you a chance to slow
i. down, relax and notice details, such as
rr this blossom of yed-flowering gum.
Photos-Jiri Lochman >

hence the provision ofwalk trails. Enabling
people to enjoy the bush generates greater
environmental awareness which, in turn,
encourages people to respect and care
for the environment.

This is the thrust of CALM's "minimurrr

impact" bushwalking campaign, which
urges walkers to enjoy the environment
without damaging it. They are asked to
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I Bluff lboll, with a height of 1073 m
I is the tallest peak in the Stirl ing
I Range National Park and offers a
challenge for walkers and climbers.
Photo-Alex Bond r

take rubbish home, to avoid trampling
fragile vegetation by staying on existing
paths, to leave wildlife undisturbed, and
to camp away from water to avoid
pollution. All that should be taken arc
photographs and inspiration and allthat
should be left are footprints.

Safety is also important. Planning
and attitude are the keys to tackling
these issues. The environment can be
unpredictable, but, by respecting it and
planning carefully walking can be worry
free. Planning takes time, but it is time
well spent if it makes a walk more enjoyable
or, most important, saves someone's life.

Consider the recent case ofan elderiy
walker who ventured into the bush without
telling anyone where he was going or
when he expected to arrive. A concerned
friend, fearing for the walker's safety,
contacted CALM several days later - but
nobody knew where to start looking for
him.As itturned out, therewas no caus€
for alarm, but some proper planning
may have spared many people a lot of
worry.

Notification is one of the key elements
in a five-point planning regime
recommended to all walkers. Keeping rn
mind Murphy's Law - that if something
can go wrong, it probably will - planning
helps walkers prepare for unexpected
events. [t will not stop something from
going wrong, but it may well turn a
potential tragedy into nothing more than
aspot ofbother. The plan involves asking
five simple questions: Where are you
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going? What will the weather be like?
What sort of countryside willyou travel
throupih? What route will you take? What
willyou do if things go wrong?

These questions are critical. The best
way to make sure that nothing important
is overlooked is to make a checklist. In
this way, a logical and systematic check
can be made before each walk (see
Planning Checklist).

Reconnaissance is vital and walkers
are strongly urged to draw on local
knowledge. For example, a bushfi re may
have been through the area to bevisited.
A phone call to a CALM office or park
rangey, or the shire council, would make
intending walkers aware of this. These
officen can also provide information about
relevant laws, such as fire bans and
campinE restrictions.

A final word of advice: allow plenty of
time. Take into accountthe time needed
for pitching tents, packing up, eating
meals or for simply catching your breath

' and enjoying nature. Why rush? Isn't
that, after all, one of the best things
about bushwalking? Slowing down and
taking the time not only to leave some
footprints, but to soak up some
inspiration...E

KYLIE BIT'IELD

Photo-Murray Simon
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A spectacular landscape, uith an
astouruling arrag of plants and
animals lies inland from Jurien
Bay. Read about the Mt Lesueur
area on p.28.

A population explosion of corol-
eating snails threotens the unique
reefs of Ningaloo Marine Park.
How does CALM plon to counter
their attack? See p.14.

In W.A.'s for north, Aboriginal
rangers aith ties to land now in
national parks drau on the
traditional uisdom of their people
for use in Park management.
Photo-Robert Garuey

Eflluent disposal ponds from
industrg disligure an idgllic strip of
coaslal lantl. Bul rcsloralion aorA
and a neu conseruotion park are
planned for the Leschenault
Peninsula, near Bunburg.
Tun to p.8.

Wood that was once onlg suitable
for fireuood can nou be used to
make high grade fumiture.
Find out hou on p.24.

With spring approaching, the bush
beckons... but uit hout ploper
planning gour walk could tum to
disaster. See p.40.
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